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Abstract

Chemometrics is the application of statistical and mathematical methods to chemical problems to permit maximal collection
and extraction of useful information. The development of advanced chemical instruments and processes has led to a need
for advanced methods to design experiments, calibrate instruments, and analyze the resulting data. For many years, there
was the prevailing view that if one needed fancy data analyses, then the experiment was not planned correctly, but now it is
recognized that most systems are multivariate in nature and univariate approaches are unlikely to result in optimum solutions.
At the same time, instruments have evolved in complexity, computational capability has similarly advanced so that it has been
possible to develop and employ increasing complex and computationally intensive methods. In this paper, the development
of chemometrics as a subfield of chemistry and particularly analytical chemistry will be presented with a view of the current
state-of-the-art and the prospects for the future will be presented.
© 2003 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

Chemometrics has been evolving as a subdiscipline
in chemistry for over 30 years as the need for ad-
vanced statistical and mathematical methods has in-
creased with the increasing sophistication of chemical
instrumentation and processes. As defined by Massart
et al. [1], “chemometrics is a chemical discipline that
uses mathematics, statistics, and formal logic (a) to
design or select optimal experimental procedures; (b)
to provide maximum relevant chemical information by
analyzing chemical data; and (c) to obtain knowledge
about chemical systems.”

In the 1972 review of Statistical and Mathematical
Methods in Analytical Chemistry[2], there are only
two areas of active study; “Curve Fitting” and “Sta-
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tistical Control” where curve fitting is attributed to
be the analytical chemists’ area of interest whereas
chemical engineers were reported to be primarily con-
cerned with quality control. In 1971, Svante Wold of
the University of Umeå in Sweden coined the term
“chemometrics” in a grant proposal[3] and shortly af-
ter, his collaboration with Bruce Kowalski of the Uni-
versity of Washington, brought the name to the United
States. As part of the development of chemometrics
as a separate subdiscipline, the International Chemo-
metrics Society was formed in 1974.

The first paper with chemometrics in the title ap-
peared in 1975[4]. In which Kowalski suggested that
chemometrics had developed to the point that it was
now a functioning research area in the chemical sci-
ences. He points to the value of pattern recognition
and indicates that there were vehicles for publication
of research results in journals such as theJournal of
Chemical Information and Computer Sciences, but
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that it would be appropriate forAnalytical Chemistry
to publish such work. Although there were a lim-
ited number of papers published in these journals,
there were significant impediments to publishing
chemometrics articles as there remained considerable
skepticism in the analytical community as to the need
for complex data analysis tools. In the view of many
established chemists, the need for complicated data
analysis tools was a sign that the proper experiments
were not performed, rather than understanding that
advanced data analysis was integral to the maximal
use of evolving new technologies. The introduction of
the section “Computer Techniques and Optimization”
in Analytica Chimica Actain 1977 [5] was the first
journal publication that was clearly dedicated to
this developing area. In 1980,Analytical Chemistry
changed the name of the review section on Statistical
and Mathematical Methods in Analytical Chemistry
to Chemometrics, and entered the mainstream of
the field. Subsequently, in 1982, the separate section
in Analytica Chimica Actawas terminated because
chemometrics had become sufficiently well accepted
to eliminate the need for this special attention[6].

Subsequently, two journals dedicated to chemo-
metrics were launched:Chemometrics and Intelligent
Laboratory Systemsand Journal of Chemometrics,
but now to provide a vehicle for discussion of more of
the details of the methods while applications would
generally be published in the broader analytical jour-
nals. Thus, the critical aspect of chemometric methods
is that they had become commonly accepted into the
practice of chemistry.

There has continued to be the simultaneous devel-
opment of new analytical instruments that have pro-
duced data that demanded new and more effective data
analysis methods while the increasing capability of
personal computers has permitted more computation-
ally intensive calculations to be performed without the
need for access to “super” computers. This combina-
tion of developments has opened many new options
for data analytical method improvement. Thus, over
the intervening years, chemometrics has emerged to
have a significant role within analytical chemistry in-
cluding the incorporation into the operating systems
of a number of commercial analytical instruments.

This paper will review the major areas of chemo-
metrics related to analytical chemistry including
multivariate calibration, pattern recognition, and math-

ematical mixture resolution and then highlight some
of the new directions that chemometric methods are
taking.

2. Multivariate calibration

2.1. Introduction

In many chemical studies, the concentration of one
or more species are to be estimated based on measured
properties of the system. For example, the absorp-
tion of electromagnetic radiation at a specific wave-
length can be related to concentration through the
Beer–Lambert law.

I(λ)

I0(λ)
= e−ελcl (1)

where I(λ) is the intensity of light at wavelengthλ
passing through a sample of lengthl, I0(λ) the light
intensity incident on the sample,ελ the molar extinc-
tion coefficient for the species, andc is the concen-
tration. Typically, the molar extinction coefficients are
not well characterized and corrections need to be made
for other light absorbing species in the sample. Thus,
a calibration of the system is made by measuring the
light absorbance of a series of samples for which the
concentrations of the species of interest are known.
The problem is then to identify the relationship be-
tween the measured property and the concentration.

ln

[
I0(λ)

I(λ)

]
= αλ = εcl (2)

or

log

[
I0(λ)

I(λ)

]
= 2.303εcl = αcl (3)

whereα is the absorptivity of the sample at the specific
wavelength.

For samples that contain multiple species, the prob-
lem becomes more complicated because there can be
several components in the system that absorb at a given
wavelength. The properties of the system can be con-
sidered to be a linear sum of the term representing the
fundamental effects in that system times appropriate
weighing factors. For example, the absorbance at a
particular wavelength of a mixture of compounds for
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a fixed path length,l, is considered to be a sum of the
absorbencies of the individual components

a(λ) = ε1(λ)c1l + ε2(λ)c2l + · · · + εp(λ)cpl (4)

whereεk(λ) is the molar extinction coefficient for the
kth compound at wavelengthλ and ck is the corre-
sponding concentration. Thus, if the absorbencies of
a mixture of several absorbing species are measured
at m various wavelengths, a series of equations can be
obtained.

aj(λi) = ε1(λi)c1jl + ε2(λi)c2jl + · · · + εp(λi)cpjl

=
p∑

k=1

εk(λi)ckjl (5)

wherei is the index for wavelengths1–m, j the index
for samples1–j, and the number of components to be
determined isp. For the calibration samples, the con-
centrations are known and the absorbances at a series
of wavelengths is measured. A similar set of equations
can be written for emission of electromagnetic radi-
ation as would occur in X-ray fluorescence or atomic
emission spectroscopy as can equivalent equations
for other means of detecting a signal that is linearly
related to the concentrations present in the samples.
Expanding this equation to a general matrix form
yields

A = BC (6)

Ordinary least-squares regression has been widely
applied to solve this problem by estimating theεk(λi)l
products inEq. (5). It is very successful when a sin-
gle component in present in the sample. However,
for multiple analyte species, there are a variety of
problems including collinearity, correlation of adja-
cent wavelengths, and measurement errors such that
other approaches such as biased regression methods
can provide better prediction of the components in
the mixture. These methods are commonly called
multivariate calibration methods.

Multivariate calibration methods has been widely
applied because many common analytical methods
provide analyses of multiple species. In these meth-
ods, it is assumed that there are a series of mixtures for
which the amounts of each component are known and
for which a series of properties has been measured.
The methods include principal components regression

(PCR), partial least-squares (PLS), simulated anneal-
ing (SA), the genetic algorithm (GA), and artificial
neural networks (ANN).

2.2. Principal components regression

The measurement of the spectral characteristics of a
series of calibration samples for which the concentra-
tions are known provides a set of data in which there
are significant correlations and collinearities. To re-
duce these problems, a principal components analysis
(PCA) is performed on the matrix of spectral char-
acteristics,B. The PCA produces a set of orthogonal
vectors that are fully uncorrelated and by choosing a
subset of the vectors can help to enhance the signal
to noise ratio. This approach is called principal com-
ponents regression. A principal components analysis
maximizes the included variance in the analysis, but
does not necessarily maximize the quality of the result-
ing predictions of concentrations from measurements
on an unknown sample. In order to improve the quality
of prediction, the approach to extracting components
form theB matrix can be modified as described in the
next section.

2.3. Partial least-squares

Partial least-squares has been the most widely ap-
plied multivariate calibration method (e.g. Martens
and NFs[7]). In this case, the components of theB
matrix are extract so as to maximize the covariance
with the measured absorbances in the set of calibra-
tion samples. The relationships are developed from the
training set and then applied to the set of unknowns.
For the unknown sample data, the concentrations of
the various constituents in the samples can often be
predicted with better accuracy.

2.4. Parallel calibration

K-matrix calibration[8] or parallel calibration[9]
use the spectral data as predictors in a least-squares
fit of the calibration spectra to the spectra measured
on the unknown concentration sample. The estimated
least-squares coefficients are then applied to the cali-
bration concentrations to estimate the unknown con-
centration. This method of estimation can be shown
to be equivalent to a procedure known to statisticians
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as generalized inverse prediction or generalized in-
verse regression. It is a relatively simple method and
competes favorably with PLS in situations where the
data is not too noisy. It has problems when the spec-
tra are too co-linear and averaging replicate spectra
is frequently a good idea before implementing this
method.

2.5. Simulated annealing

Simulated annealing[10,11] is a category of
stochastic optimization algorithms first used by Kirk-
patrick et al.[12] for the solution of combinatorial
optimization. It has been generalized by Bohachevsky
et al. [13] for searching the global optimum on a
continuous m-dimensional response surface. Thus,
the search is based on an objective function defined
for the problem The search space for the SA algo-
rithm can be constrained. The search space for the
problem defines a high-dimensional surface. For a re-
alistic number of sources and samples, the surface has
numerous local minima in addition to the global min-
imum. SA is very attractive because of its mechanism
for walking out of local optima.

A typical simulated annealing step starting from a
current point (Cc) generates a trial point (Ct) in its
neighborhood. If the objective function value corre-
sponding to this trial point,f(Ct), is less than that cor-
responding to the current point,f(Cc), then the trial
point is accepted unconditionally and the SA step re-
peated. Otherwise, the trial point is accepted only with
a given probability. Which is dependent on a parame-
ter,T, called the temperature. It controls the acceptance
probability. The higher the value ofT, the more likely
that a trial solution withf(Ct) > f(Cc) is accepted.
The merit of the algorithm comes from the acceptance
of the detrimental state with a non-zero probability. It
is this biased random walk that provides a chance to
escape from any possible local minimum.

The process of generating a trial point and making
it the current point if it is accepted is repeated until
there is no change in the best objective function value
obtained for a given number of successive steps,Ns.
At this time, the process is considered to be at a steady
state. When this steady state is reached, the tempera-
ture T is lowered by a factorTf , 0 < Tf < 1. Again
the SA step is applied at the new temperature. The al-
gorithm is stopped when the temperature is reduced

to the size necessary for obtaining sufficient precision
of the source contribution estimates in terms of the
mixing fractions. The corresponding stopping crite-
rion can be expressed by a predefined maximum num-
ber of steps for lowering the temperature,Nm. The
detailed description of the algorithm is given by Song
and Hopke[14]. The performance of SA is influenced
by the parametersT, Tf , Ns andNm. For different data
sets, they may have different values in order to give
satisfactory performance.

SA has been applied to parameter estimation in lin-
ear and non-linear models[15] and for feature selec-
tion [16].

2.6. Genetic algorithm

Genetic algorithms[17] were developed by Hol-
land [18] as part of the study of adaptive processes.
It is different from deterministic approaches in that
the genetic algorithm tries to mimic the probabilistic
evolutionary process in nature. The procedure builds
a random population of strings, each of which repre-
sents one possible solution to the problem being in-
vestigated. In general, such a string can be a simple
bit sequence, a vector of sequence numbers, or any
other suitable linear representation of the parameters
of the problem to be optimized. For each member of
the population, a fitness value is calculated by trans-
ferring it to the function to be optimized. This fitness
value determines the string’s relative position within
all members of the population regarding their close-
ness to their optimum value.

A new generation of values is then generated from
copies of the strings of the old population, consider-
ing their relative fitness. Strings with a fitness higher
than the average are copied more times than strings
with lower values. As an iterative application of this
reproduction rule, it would only select the best string
from the initial population. Two innovative features
are therefore introduced that changes the values of
arbitrarily chosen strings. A mutation event can ran-
domly change one or more information unit of a string
with a specific probability. A second change is made
to some randomly chosen members of the population
in which two strings are mixed by cutting them and
recombining them crosswise providing that a consid-
erable amount of information of each string remains
intact.
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This new population then enters the next cycle
and is exposed to the selective pressure and within
each cycle, the string showing the highest fitness
value is memorized. The process is repeated until
an predefined end condition is met. It thus repre-
sents a versatile method for intelligent searching of
the complex surface of solutions that may exist in
the calibration problem[19–21]. It has also been
widely used for feature or variable selection in a va-
riety of problems[22,23]. There have been several
comparisons of the genetic algorithms with other
feature selection methods[24–26]. They can also
be used in pattern recognition studies[27,28]. They
tend to be computationally intensive, but with the
increasing computing power that is readily available
make the Genetic Algorithm more practical for many
applications.

2.7. Signal to noise ratios

Signal to noise ratios were used to build models for
NIR data for detergent in Brown et al.[29], and glu-
cose measurements in McShane et al.[30]. The sig-
nal to noise methods build models based uponR2 and
quantities related to partialR2 using a forward selec-
tion method. The procedure in McShane et al. was
shown to be competitive to the Genetic Algorithm and
runs much faster. Genetic algorithms can take several
hours to several days to run depending upon the data

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a neural network with one hidden layer.

size and model complexity. The signal to noise algo-
rithms delivers results in a fraction of that time.

2.8. Artificial neural networks

The calibration problem is normally thought to be
a linear one. However, Long et al.[31] found that the
calibration becomes non-linear when high levels of
noise are present. In this case, an artificial neural net-
work approach can provide better prediction results.

A schematic diagram of an artificial neural network
is shown inFig. 1, where the large circles are arti-
ficial neurons and the squares represent weights that
describe the importance of the signal being transmit-
ted along a given path.

The conceptual basis for artificial neural networks
has been in the literature for a long time[32–34].
However, it was not until Hopfield[35] introduced the
novel concept of non-linearity between the total in-
put received by a neuron from the other neurons and
the output produced and transferred onward to other
neurons. The non-linear output and feedback coupling
of outputs with inputs gave new flexibility to this old
architecture and sparked a major new field of inter-
est across a number of disciplines. A detailed descrip-
tion of artificial neural networks in chemistry has been
provided by Zupan and Gasteiger[36]. A number of
applications have been made to a variety of problems
including multivariate calibration[37].
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2.9. Summary

These methods are now quite mature and because
of the computational capabilities available in cur-
rent generation personal computers, it is possible
to effectively use these methods. For example, the
genetic algorithm and artificial neural networks are
getting much more use and it is now possible to de-
velop sophisticated real-time applications for process
control.

3. Pattern recognition

One of the important problems in chemometrics is
the identification of the relationships among chemi-
cally characterized objects. Classification and pattern
recognition are widely used in chemical problem solv-
ing. For the chemist, the objects to be classified can
be samples for which chemical analysis of their con-
stituents are obtained or the spectral data measured for
a compound. In pattern recognition, set of objects for
which chemical data are available and the objects are
to be sorted into groups of “similar” samples. It is as-
sumed that there should be groups of objects that have
similar characteristics. For example, a manufacturer is
producing a product and the quality control laboratory
analyzes random samples from the production line.
Those samples are also tested to determine their ac-
ceptability for performing the function for which they
were created. Thus, there will be two groups; accept-
able and unacceptable. Suppose, it is easier to do the
chemical measurements such as collecting a spectrum
than the direct acceptance testing. Then, it is neces-
sary to use the chemical data to determine whether
batches of product are acceptable or not.

There are basically two approaches to the problems
of sorting the objects depending on what is known
a priori. If there is a series of objects for which the
group assignments are known, then it is necessary to
quantitatively establish the basis on which those ob-
jects were classified so that other objects of unknown
class can be accurately sorted. This process is termed
supervised pattern recognition and is what would be
needed for the manufacturing problem above. Alter-
natively, if there is no a priori information of the clas-
sification of any of the objects, then the problem is
to use an unsupervised pattern recognition method to

find the group structure in the data as would be needed
to find the groups of similar pottery material.

3.1. Unsupervised pattern recognition

3.1.1. Cluster analysis
The most commonly used unsupervised pattern

recognition methods are various forms of cluster anal-
ysis. These methods are dependent on quantitative
definition of the dissimilarity between pairs of objects
and mathematical definitions of what is meant by
groups. Cluster analysis has been applied to a number
of chemical problems using a variety of clustering
methods[38].

3.1.2. Eigenvector methods
The objective of these methods is to compress the

m-dimensional information content of the data into
two or three dimensions so that each sample can be
plotted and visually evaluated. These methods take ad-
vantage of the correlation structure within the data to
help separate signal from noise and to compress the
system variance into as few components as possible.
The analysis begins with the calculation of a disper-
sion matrix that characterizes the relationships among
the variables measured for each object. In most cases,
the matrix consists of the product moment correla-
tion coefficients. The eigenvector analysis can take
one of several forms including principal components
analysis, correspondence analysis, or projection pur-
suit [39].

3.1.3. Neural networks
Artificial neural networks are methods designed to

organize knowledge in ways that mimic human reason-
ing. They can be used for solving both unsupervised
and supervised pattern recognition problems. For un-
supervised problems, several types of networks can be
used[40].

3.1.3.1. Kohonen networks.In the Kohonen neural
network [41], an approach has been developed that
tries to find groups of similar objects. The essence
of Kohonen’s algorithm is a repeated comparison of
the vectors representing the sample data with weight
vectors using a distance metric such as the Euclidian
distance or the correlation coefficient. During each
single comparison, a winner among the weight vectors
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is found that has the highest degree of similarity
(smallest distance) the sample. The winning weight
vector is then adapted to be closer to the actual input
sample vector.

Together with the winner, further weight vectors
are modified around the winner within a limited topo-
logical neighborhood. To start, the region is large
but decreases slowly with the training time. After
the adaptation, the subset of weight vectors within
the domain became slightly more similar to the input
vectors in terms of the distance metric employed. A
comparison of all of the sample vectors with all of the
weight vectors and their modifications is called one
epoch. This process is repeated over many epochs
yielding a self-organized behavior of the samples in
the low-dimensional neural array. The samples form a
visual structure related to the originalm-dimensional
variables space.

The final result of this training process is the collec-
tion of subsets of sample vectors aggregated to some
of the weight vectors. The number of these “loaded”
neurons isv with v less than or equal tou. The trained
weight vector for such an aggregated cluster of input
vectors comes numerically very close to their mean
vector. The remainingu–v weight vectors do not have
any associated input vectors. Their corresponding neu-
rons are defined as “unloaded” neurons.

At this point, only an unsupervised pattern recogni-
tion result similar to those obtainable from hierarchi-
cal cluster analysis, non-linear mapping, or principal
component scores plots has been obtained. Although
the topology of the multi-space will be preserved
by this special type of projection, the quantitative
interpretation of such a Kohonen map remains dif-
ficult especially when information about the correct
neighborhood disappears during such a projection
into a two-dimensional plane. The interpretability of
the results is improved by adding a visualization of
the global relationships among the loaded neurons
in the map. A Minimal Spanning Tree[42] is added
to provide this visualization. Wienke and Hopke
[43] provide a complete description of the combined
algorithm.

3.1.3.2. Adaptive resonance theory networks.Adap-
tive resonance theory (ART) was introduced by
Grossberg[44,45] as a mathematical model for the
description of fundamental behavioral functions of

the biological brain such as learning, neglecting, par-
allel and distributed information storage, short- and
long-term memory and pattern recognition. The aim of
the ART-based models is to understand the seemingly
paradoxal situation that a biological brain is able to
identify an unexpected event as what it is: as belong-
ing to or not belonging to the existing knowledge base.
Moreover, ART-based models try to describe the abil-
ity of the brain to expand its knowledge by learning
deviating unknowns without disturbing or destroying
stored knowledge. The ART-2a[46] has been chosen
for this study because its algorithm is mathematically
simple and computationally inexpensive as compared
with other types of ART based neural networks. The
essence of the ART-2a algorithm is the dynamic for-
mation of a weight matrix. Thus, each column of
this weight matrix describes the nature of the future
centroid of a class. The class size is controlled by
a vigilance parameter which lies between 0 and 1.
The algorithm is described elsewhere[47] and has
been used with a number of problems related to the
characterization of single airborne particles[48,49].

3.1.3.3. Support vector machines.Support vector
machines are a relatively new class of classifiers that
can incorporate a variety of kernel methods such as
radial basis sets and Gaussian kernel or neural net-
works [50,51]. They are a method for creating func-
tions from a set of labeled training data. The function
can be a classification function (the output is binary:
is the input in a category) or the function can be a
general regression function. There has not yet been
direct applications to chemical problems, but they are
likely to become more common in the future.

3.2. Supervised pattern recognition

The other approach to pattern recognition is super-
vised pattern recognition in which a series of objects of
known classes (training set) are used to develop mathe-
matical rules or procedures for sorting new objects into
their appropriate classes. Often additional samples of
known class (test set) are sorted to test the ability of the
system to perform the classification task accurately.
There are a variety of methods available for perform-
ing such a task. Nearest neighbor methods and linear
discriminant analysis are commonly used approaches.
However, a number of other methods are available.
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3.2.1. Linear learning machine
The linear learning machine[52] also finds linear

boundaries among the classes. Such boundaries can be
found by trial and error in which the errors from the
prior trial permits the next trial to be developed more
intelligently. For anm-dimensional space, the decision
surface must be of lower dimension thatm. The linear
learning machine can be extended to multiple class
separation through a sequence of surfaces that produce
binary separations.

3.2.2. Potential or density methods
In potential methods[53], a potential field is as-

sumed to exist around each object. Such a filed can
be triangular or Gaussian and is characterized by
its width. The cumulative potential function for the
objects is determined by adding the heights of the
individual object functions. This cumulative func-
tion is divided by the number of objects to obtain
the mean function and assumes a probabilistic char-
acter. The classification of objects into one of the
established classes can be determined by determin-
ing the class assignment that yields the maximum
potential.

3.2.3. Class modeling methods
In these methods, a mathematical model is devel-

oped for each class in the training set. Such a model
defines a domain in the space and procedures are de-
veloped for testing whether new objects fall within
that domain. If so, these objects are assigned to the
appropriate class.

3.2.3.1. SIMCA. Soft independent modeling of
class analogy (SIMCA)[54] uses a principal com-
ponent analysis to develop a model of each group
within the training set. Thus, classes are modeled by
one of a series of linear structures (a point, a line, a
plane, etc.) depending on the number of components
required to reproduce the class data. It is possi-
ble to define bounding surfaces around these linear
structures based on the residuals of the data after
fitting the components. New objects can be quan-
titative tested for their membership in the defined
classes.

3.2.3.2. UNEQ. In this method, each group is mod-
eled with a multivariate normal distribution[55]. The

Mahalanobis distance for each object in a given class.
The Mahalanobis distances follow a chi-squared dis-
tribution and a 95% confidence interval (CI) can there-
fore be defined. This confidence interval represents the
class boundary for the class and new objects can be
tested to determine if they lie within the defined class
boundary.

3.2.4. Rule-building expert systems
These methods have been developed as one of the

techniques of machine intelligence. The idea is that a
training set is presented to an induction engine based
on some classification procedure and a set of rules are
derived from these examples that can be used for new
objects[56]. One of the widely used methods, the ID3
algorithm [57], uses information theory as the basis
for class separation and has been incorporated in sev-
eral commercial programs. If there is a collection of
objects representing different classes, the information
entropy will be high. Separation of the objects into
homogeneous groups will produce a low information
entropy. This method sequentially separates the ob-
jects using a univariate classifier so as to produce the
maximal decrease in entropy. The process continues
until each object is in a homogeneous group. As a re-
sult of this classification, a series of rules is provided
that can be used to classify objects from the same do-
main. Thus, instead of building rules by querying an
expert, the system develops the rules from classifying
the training set objects.

3.3. Summary

Again this area of study is relatively mature and
there has not been many reports of new method de-
velopments and results are typically presented in ap-
plication journals.

4. Mixture resolution

4.1. Introduction

In many chemical studies, the measured properties
of the system can be considered to be the linear sum
of the term representing the fundamental effects in
that system times appropriate weighing factors. For
example, rearrangingEq. (1)and expanding it to refer
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to samplej in a series of mixtures yields

α(λi)j

z
= ε(λi)1C1j + ε(λi)2jC2j + · · · + ε(λi)pCpj

(7)

whereα(λi)j is the absorbance of thejth mixture at
wavelengthλi, ε(λi)k the molar extinction coefficient
for thekth compound at wavelengthλi andCkj is the
corresponding concentration of thekth component in
the jth sample. Thus, if the absorbencies of a mixture
of several absorbing species are measured atmvarious
wavelengths, a series of equations can be obtained.

α(λi)j

z
=

p∑
k=1

ε(λi)kCkj (8)

If we know what components are present and what the
molar extinction coefficients are for each compound
at each wavelength, the concentrations of each com-
pound can be determined using a variety of techniques
to fit to these data including the multivariate calibra-
tion methods described previously in this report.

Similarly, the assumption of mass conservation and
the use of a mass balance analysis can be used to iden-
tify an apportion sources of airborne particulate mat-
ter in the atmosphere. This methodology has generally
been referred to within the air pollution research com-
munity as receptor modeling[58,59]. The normal ap-
proach to obtaining a data set for receptor modeling is
to determine a large number of chemical constituents
such as elemental concentrations in a number of sam-
ples. Similar problems are found throughout analytical
and environmental chemistry.

However, in many cases neither the number of com-
pounds nor their absorbance spectra may be known.
For example, several compounds may elute from an
HPLC column at about the same retention time so that
a broad elution peak or several poorly resolved peaks
containing these compounds may be observed. Thus,
at any point in the elution curve, there would be a
mixture of the same components but in differing pro-
portions.

4.2. Factor analysis

Principal components analysis leads to the model
outlined in Eq. (6) but applied to matrices after the

variables have been standardized. A quantitative mix-
ture resolution can be obtained by uncentering the
resulting component scores[60]. This approach has
been termed absolute principal components analysis
and has been used extensively in receptor modeling.
Other forms of eigenvector analysis have been per-
formed in which the data are not centered making the
quantitative resolution of the mixture components sim-
pler[61]. There is a problem of rotational freedom that
make the mixture resolution problem ill-posed[62].
However, there are natural constraints on the results of
the factor analysis that can be used to limit the space
in which the solution. The elements of the component
profiles and the contributions of each component to
sample must be strictly non-negative. The model must
reproduce the original data for each of the mixtures
and the sum of the contributions should be less than
or equal to the measured total mass of sample. These
constraints can be included in the analysis[49].

4.2.1. Self-modeling curve resolution
One of the earliest methods to solve the indeter-

minacy of the factor analysis of mixtures is to utilize
points in the spectra for which the value of one or
more components is known to be zero[63]. There have
been extensions to a variety of chemical spectroscopic
measurement systems[64].

4.2.2. Target transformation
Another approach to the rotation of the factor axes

to more physically realistic values is target transfor-
mation factor analysis (TTFA) originally developed by
Malinou. The concept is that some idea as to nature
of the properties of the mixture components (test vec-
tors) will be known a priori. These factor component
axes can then be rotated toward these test vectors. The
quality of the fit to the test vectors can be examined to
see if they are a reasonable representation of mixture
component properties and the amounts of the compo-
nents present in the mixture can then be estimated.

4.2.3. Iterative TTFA
In the absence of any information about the compo-

nents, Roscoe and Hopke[65] found that unit vectors
could serve as initial target vectors with the subse-
quently developed profiles forced to be non-negative
in accordance with the natural physical constraints.
Subsequently, iterative TTFA was applied to chemical
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systems by Vandeginste et al.[66] and has come to be
used in many mixture resolution and receptor model-
ing studies.

4.2.4. Evolving factor analysis
In many chemical analysis systems, there is a

changing number of components in the measured
mixture. For example, the effluent from a liquid chro-
matograph contains resolved and partially resolved
components, thus producing a continuous changing
mixture containing different number of components
whose multiple wavelength spectra are sequentially
determined. Evolving factor analysis makes repeated
eigenvector analysis of a series of data matrices be-
ginning with some base set of spectra and to which
additional spectra are spectra are added[61,67].
When a new absorbing species appears, an additional
significant eigenvalue should evolve. In this way, the
presence of components may be more easily identi-
fied and quantitatively apportioned. This approach is
applicable to any evolutionary chemical process in
which a series of chemical data points are sequentially
generated and which may contain a varying number
of measurable components.

4.2.5. Window factor analysis
A similar approach to analyzing a series of mea-

surements of changing components is window factor
analysis. Instead of adding additional spectra to con-
tinuously make the matrix being analyzed larger, a
fixed size window is sequentially analyzed[68] as the
window slides along the wavelength or time axis. In
this case the number of significant eigenvalues may
decrease as well as increase since a subset of data are
being examined that can have larger or smaller num-
bers of components that contribute to the observed
spectral data.

4.2.6. SAFER/UNMIX and positive matrix
factorization (PMF)

Other approaches to providing quantitative source
resolutions have been developed and used in receptor
modeling. These methods include source apportion-
ment by factors with explicit constraints (SAFER)
and positive matrix factorization (PMF). In these ap-
proaches, the space in which the factor solution lies
is truncated by imposing one or more of the natural
physical constraints discussed above. SAFER[69–71]

can incorporate other constraints based on additional
knowledge of the system. If the range in which the
concentration of an element must lie can be esti-
mated, then these limits can be added to the analysis.
SAFER has been applied to interpretation of airborne
organic compound data from Atlanta, GA[72] and
airborne particulate matter in Los Angeles, CA[73]
and Phoenix, AZ[74].

Another approach to factor analysis is positive ma-
trix factorization. It recognizes that an eigenvector
analysis is actually a process that minimizes the sum of
squared residuals so that it is an implicit least-squares
process. In PMF, an explicit least-squares approach is
taken in which individual datum points can be individ-
ually weighted by its estimated uncertainty. Paatero
and Tapper[75] have shown that a meaningful eigen-
vector analysis cannot be performed if the data matrix
is scaled element-by-element. Paatero has developed a
global optimization scheme in which the joint solution
is directly determined[76]. This approach has been
widely applied to the receptor modeling problem (e.g.
[77–84]). It has also been applied to spectroscopic and
calibration problems[82–84].

4.3. Mulimodal factor analysis

With development of combined analytical methods
or the repeated sampling of complex environmental
system, data sets can become multi-dimensional. For
example, fluorescence spectroscopy of a series of mix-
tures also yields three-way data because there are ex-
citation spectra and emission spectra for each of the
mixtures. Hyphenated methods (e.g. ICP-AES) also
produce three dimensional data. The multi-elemental
analysis of a series of samples of airborne particles
over a network of sampling sites yields a three-way
data set of time, location, and composition. Thus, fac-
tor analysis has been expanded to deal with multi-way
data[85–88].

The availability of the additional dimensionality to
the data permits the resolution of components that are
high similar in two modes, but have different behavior
in the higher modes. Such components would be un-
resolvable by conventional two-way methods because
of their collinearity, but are resolving in these data
sets[89,90]. Some efforts have analyzed such data by
unfolding them into a two-way matrix so the conven-
tional methods described above can be used, but such
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methods lose the unique advantage of the three-way
structure. Many details of these methods still need to
be resolved, but the analysis of multi-way data is a
rapidly growing area of study in the solving the mix-
ture resolution problem. There have been a number of
minor alternative methods to solving such problems.
Faber et al.[91] review a number of these methods.

4.4. Image analysis

One of the main areas to which mixture resolution
methods are being applied is in the area of chemical
image analysis. By using microscopic spectrometry, it
is possible to obtain large data sets that represent the
spectrum of the mixture that is present at each loca-
tion across the sample. This image can then be ana-
lyzed by mixture resolution methods. The field was
reviewed by Geladi and Grahn[92] and is highlighted
in the recent review of chemometrics by Lavine and
Workman[93]. The major challenge has been the size
of the data matrix that can make it difficult to obtain
rapid results. New methods such as modifications to
alternating least-squares[94] and more efficient factor
analysis algorithms[95] have been proposed specifi-
cally for application to multivariate images. This is an
area of ongoing exploration.

5. Conclusions

Chemometrics has advanced in parallel with ad-
vancing analytical instrumentation and computational
capability. It has expanded widely from its beginnings
in curve fitting and quality assurance into a variety of
other areas including multivariate calibration, pattern
recognition, and mixture resolution. However, it can
be seen that the field continues to develop and adapt
to new challenges. The most recent review of the field
[93] highlights the application of chemometrics to im-
age analysis, sensor arrays, and chemoinformatics. As
discussed in theSection 4.4, image analysis represents
a mixture resolution problem that is an area of active
research.

To make full use of sensor arrays, multivariate cali-
bration methods are being applied. In many cases, the
conceptual framework of the sensor array is to dupli-
cate human capabilities such as an electronic nose or
an electronic tongue. The idea is that although sensors

are generally not highly selective, the combination of
a series of sensors coupling with appropriate process-
ing of the resulting signals can provide the necessary
selectivity while retaining the low cost and power re-
quirements that are typical of current generation de-
vices[93].

It can be seen that the field continues to evolve
and new tools will be developed and deployed as new
data analysis challenges are posed to the chemometrics
community.
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